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a) b) c)
Interacting with a Wall-sized display with a) a personal device held in the non-dominant hand [Chapuis et al.], b) a personal 
device worn as a smartwatch [Von Zadow et al.], c) an intangible tablet (artist rendering of a hypothetical solution)

Wall-sized displays immerse users in large high-resolution information spaces. They are well 
adapted to data analysis and collaboration, thanks to physical navigation that affords a natural type 
of pan-and-zoom in the information space [Ball et al.] and an enlarged physical space that enables 
collaborative work [Andrews et al.]. Interacting with such displays raises many challenges though, in 
particular because users need to be able to interact both close to the surface (typically touching 
the display) and far from it (typically using mid-air gestures [Nancel et al.] or a remote controller such 
as a tablet device [Chapuis et al.]).

Existing solutions have drawbacks though. On the one hand, mid-air gestures are difficult to 
discover, learn and might not be expressive enough to trigger a large range of commands. They 
are also difficult to implement robustly as they typically collide with everyday hand movements. On 
the other hand, using a tablet as a remote controller overcomes these issues as the tablet can 
accommodate usual widgets and supports multi-touch input, but it is at the cost of having their 
hands occupied. In this internship, we want to explore an alternative solution that consists of 
displaying a "tablet device" but in Augmented Reality. Such an intangible tablet would float over 
the user's non-dominant hand. The user can then interact with it using her dominant hand as she 
would do with a physical tablet but without having to carry a physical weight. The problem with 
virtual elements that float in the air is the lack of haptic feedback when interacting with them. In this 
specific case, we want to take advantage of the non-dominant hand to compensate for this.

The goal of this internship is to study this concept of intangible tablet. The intern will work on its 
interaction design (how to invoke it, how to control its position, how to let users reposition their 
non-dominant hand, etc.), its technical realization and on its evaluation in comparison with a regular 
tablet that is held in the non-dominant hand or attached to the non-dominant arm (in the spirit of
projects like [Horak et al., Von Zadow et al.]). 

The work during this internship will consist of:
• literature review of remote interaction with wall displays;
• interaction design and prototyping;
• comparative evaluation in the form of a laboratory study.

Figure 3. Object selection and grouping with three users. The interface
running on a phone (left, middle user) and on a tablet (right, right user).
Six state button widgets have been added by the application. The ”Cur-
sor Inside” action (device on the right) is attached to the active green
puck, and acts as a mouse cursor confined inside a window.

The Smarties widget area also has buttons to perform actions:
“Gather” groups spatially all the selected objects of a puck;
“Deselect All” deselects all objects selected by a puck; and
“Annotate” pops up a keyboard and adds a text tag to the objects
selected by a puck. These behaviors and actions indicate how
a puck goes beyond cursor control and can be associated with
multiple wall objects and properties.

User Studies: With an initial prototype, we run a first user
study comparing Smarties to an interface where objects on the
wall were represented on the client device, a simplification
of a world in miniature (WiM) interface [34]. Participants in
pairs, had to group rectangles on two different locations on
the wall either based on their color or on a small text label that
forced participants to see rectangles up-close (see Fig. 4). We
varied the difficulty of the task by controlling the number of
rectangles to be classified (10 or 30) and by optionally adding
distractor rectangles (0, 10 or 30) using a third color or label.

We found that Smarties (i) leads to fewer input conflicts, i.e.
manipulation of the same object by two user (a conflict hap-
pened in 1.9% of the trials for Smarties and in 8.6% of the trial
for WiM); (ii) leads to fewer errors, i.e. moving an object in
the wrong place (error rate of 5.3% for Smarties and of 14.3%
for WiM); (iii) showed better performance when tasks become
more difficult (presence of distractors and number of objects).
Moreover, participants gave it significantly higher subjective
scores on speed, accuracy, comfort and cognitive demand. We
also noticed that participants could use the touch area of the
Smarties client while keeping their attention on the wall.

In a second experiment we explored how users shared and
reused pucks, refined their selections, and tagged sets of ob-
jects. The task was motivated by our biologists scenario:
participants had to select groups of objects and then progres-
sively refined these selections depending on different roles
assigned to them. Optimal strategies led to exchanging se-
lections by sharing pucks and keeping some selections alive

Figure 4. Participants collaborating and performing grouping by color.

for reuse. Overall, pucks helped users share and exchange
work. Nevertheless, their reuse comes at the cost of display
clutter: users either kept potentially useful pucks by placing
them out of the way; or decided to continue using them for
other tasks to avoid having many pucks on the screen, risking
duplicating work later. This led to the design of the ”storage”
pucks area on the left of the widget area, that allows short term
storage (persistence during a working session). Application
programmers can turn this into a long term storage by saving
the state of the stored pucks and their widgets, and resending
them to mobile clients at connection time in the next session.

b. Multiple Lenses and DragMags (server Equalizer, C++)
Despite their size and resolution, wall displays are relatively
small compared to existing data sets and big high resolution
images (e.g. galaxy surveys). This led to the study of pan-and-
zoom navigation alternatives [25]. However, these techniques
are not well adapted to multi-user contexts, as they affect
the entire screen and prevent concurrent navigation. We de-
veloped a prototype (Fig. 5) where users can create and use
several fisheyes, magnification lenses and DragMags to navi-
gate scenes, allowing local multi-user multi-scale navigation.
We used Equalizer, a powerful platform for developing cluster
applications for intensive, but fast, graphics rendering.

Interface: When created, a puck is a simple touchpad cursor
on the wall. Actions are performed on the object (lens or
anchor) that is each time under the puck cursor. Users can use
a button on the widget area to create a magnification lens at the
cursor’s position. They can then change the type of lens with a
popup menu (magnification, magnification with transparency,
or fisheye), transform a magnification lens into a DragMag (a
lens whose focus or ”anchor” is at a remote location), or move
it to a new location using a tap-and-drag gesture.

A puck can also be attached to a specific object with a tog-
gle button, and any subsequent puck movements move the
attached object. This is interpreted by the wall application as
locking the object to that puck, making it unaccessible to other
pucks. Thus lenses can act as territories that mobile users can
lock and move with them.

A DragMag can be manipulated by two pucks, one attached to
the lens itself and one to its anchor. Users can move the anchor
around to see content from different areas of the wall close to
their position (as in [5, 19]). This can be done collaboratively
by two users, each manipulating one puck.
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